
Brilliant L.E.D. signs for safer roads

The 18" Blinker Kit (2180-32000) includes:

• 60" PVC, four piece staff 
           2563-00003

• Bag for 18" BlinkerPaddle™
             2563-00004

STOP/SLOW BlinkerPaddles flash 
for safer work zones!

90 day warranty
TAPCO has also applied our BlinkerSign™ 
technology to our STOP and SLOW 
paddles. Eight super-bright LEDs on 
each face flash a warning in unison, 
dramatically increasing the paddles's 
conspicuity. 

Federally Compliant. TAPCO's 
BlinkerPaddles™ conform to MUTCD 
specifications. The LEDs match the sign's 
background color and shape, allowing 
drivers to react sooner. The LEDs flash 
in unison, sixty times per minute. 
BlinkerPaddles™ can flash their warning 
all day long, and they are especially 
effective in rain, fog, snow, and during 
low light conditions. 

Light Weight, minimizes arm and wrist 
stress. The 18" BlinkerPaddles™ weighs 
less than two pounds, and the 24" 
model weighs less than 3-1/2", reducing 
arm stress while maximizing safety. A 
conveniently placed thumb switch allows 
you to switch either face (or both faces) 
on or off easily and instantly, and allows 
you to select sinlge-flash (60 flashes per 
minute or Triple-flash™ (180 flashes per 
minute) at will. Additionally, a gravity 
switch allows you to simply lower the 
BlinkerPaddle™ to turn it off, then raise 
it to turn on again, saving effort and 
prolonging battery life. 

*Every paddle includes three AA NIMH 
batteries, plus wall charger and cigarette 
lighter charger, and trunk strap. 

• STOP/SLOW BlinkerPaddle™
Engineer Grade Sheeting 

2180-00320

United States Patents:
#6,943,698 & #6,693,556 



BlinkerPaddle™ Flashing Paddles
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Item# Accessory Description
2563-3 4 Piece Staff
2563-4 Bag for 18" Paddle and Accessories
2563-12 Bag for 24" Paddle and Accessories
2563-5 Rubber Trunk-mount Supporting Strap

Kit 18" EG STOP/STOP Paddle Kit, trunk strap, bag
Kit 18" EG STOP/SLOW Paddle Kit, trunk strap, bag
Kit 24" EG STOP/STOP Paddle Kit, trunk strap, bag
Kit 24" EG STOP/SLOW Paddle Kit, trunk strap, bag

Flashing LED Paddles deliver a bright warning to protect children and workers!
Brilliant Technology. TAPCO has also applied our BlinkerSign™ technology (pages 2-7) to our STOP and SLOW paddles. Eight
super-bright LEDs on each face flash a warning in unison, dramatically increasing the paddle’s conspicuity.

Federally Compliant. TAPCO’s BlinkerPaddles™ conform to MUTCD specifications. The LEDs match the sign’s background
color and shape, allowing drivers to react sooner. The LEDs flash in unison, sixty times per minute. BlinkerPaddles can flash
their warning all day long, and they are especially effective in rain, fog, snow, and during low light conditions.

Light Weight, minimizes arm and wrist stress. The 18" BlinkerPaddle weighs less than two pounds, and the 24" model
weighs less than 3 1⁄2 pounds, reducing arm stress while maximizing safety. A conveniently placed thumb switch allows you to
switch either face (or both faces) on or off easily and instantly, and allows you to select single-flash (60 flashes per minute) or
Triple-flash™ (180 flashes per minute) at will. Additionally, a gravity switch allows you to simply lower the BlinkerPaddle to
turn it off, then raise it to turn it on again, saving effort and prolonging battery life. 

BlinkerPaddle Models 
Every Paddle includes three AA NiMH batteries,
plus wall charger and cigarette lighter charger.

BlinkerPaddles
BlinkerPaddles

STOP/SLOW BlinkerPaddles
flash for safer work zones

STOP/STOP BlinkerPaddles
flash for safer school zones

Item# BlinkerPaddle Description
2180-300 18" STOP/STOP Paddle, Engineer Grade (EG) Sheeting
2180-301 18" STOP/STOP Paddle, High Intensity (HI) Sheeting
2180-302 18" STOP/STOP Paddle, Diamond Grade VIP (DG) Sheeting 
2180-310 18" STOP/SLOW (Yellow) Paddle, EG Sheeting
2180-320 18" STOP/SLOW (Orange) Paddle, Red/Orange LEDs, EG
2180-322 18" STOP/SLOW (Orange) Paddle, Red/Orange LEDs, HI
2180-321 18" STOP/SLOW Paddle, Or. LEDs, Fluor. Orange Sheeting
2180-350 24" STOP/SLOW (Orange) Paddle, Orange LEDs, VIP

Optional
Accessories

(each BlinkerPaddle
includes batteries

and chargers)
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